Great NEWS!

Date: Jan 2012

Savannah Guides Builds Queensland Operators’ Resilience
Savannah Guides Limited has been successful in an application to
assist operators impacted by Queensland’s Cyclone Yasi and flood
events.
Funding of $84,390 will be provided by the Queensland
Government’s Department of Employment, Economic Development
and Innovation for Savannah Guides representatives to work with
current Enterprise Members and other businesses to enhance their
business systems and preparedness for a range of risk events.
Importantly, the project has our organisation in partnership with the
Queensland Tourism Industry Council (QTIC).
The target businesses for this program are regional tourism
operations including tour operators, attractions, Interpretive Centre's
and associated visitor experiences. Possible outcomes include the
introduction of new businesses to the Savannah Guides network. Up
to 25 businesses will be accepted into the program.
The project’s steps include:
 Online diagnostic profiling of the business and its capacity to
change using QTIC’s Business Barometer and Mindset
barometer
 A two day workshop in three locations (to be announced shortly)
featuring key elements of QTIC’s Take it all in my Stride Program
to develop innovative business ideas
 Tailored follow up with operators including site visits, resource
provision, mentoring and goal achievement to analyse and
mitigate current and future risk types
 Collaborative marketing and resilience workshops at the October
Savannah Guides School
 A marketing initiative to add value for participating businesses,
including the creation of a digital Savannah Guides Image
Library, YouTube Channel and consumer newsletter featuring
member products.
This is an exciting project for Savannah Guides Limited. We hope
Queensland Enterprise Members will take advantage of the
opportunity and recommend appropriate businesses for invitation.
Details of the project will be sent to members soon, or please
contact
Russell
at
info@savannah-guides.com.au for more information.
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Think B4U Print
1 ream of paper = 6% of
a tree and 5.4kg CO2 in
the atmosphere
3 sheets of A4 paper = 1
litre of water
From a QPWS publication
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Message from the President
Thank you to our members for their ongoing contribution to our organisation and financial support while
experiencing tough economic times in our tourism industry. Thank you to our sponsors for their
ongoing support during hard times. This support is greatly appreciated as SGL relies heavily on these
contributions to conduct Schools and to remain financially viable as an organisation. Thank you to our
Queensland members and interstate participants for their financial commitment attending NT Schools
after a trying year in the tourism industry. Thank you to our Board of Directors for their professional
approach, commitment and dedication to our organisation throughout the year. Thank you to Boz Oz,
Russell and Sam Boswell, for their tireless efforts managing our professional organisation. Russ and
Sam’s commitment and contribution over the last year has been a major reason why SGL has finished
the year in such a positive position. Subject to member input, we look forward to this relationship
continuing into the future as manager of SGL.
Savannah Guides’ Business Plan was last developed at the Bedrock School, QLD, forming our
Strategic Plan for 2008 to 2013. From this 147 strategies were identified for the future direction of
SGL. With the valuable feedback from members, 4 Key Pillars were identified as our primary focus of
activity:
1. Protectors of the country: Savannah Guides members continue to work with their local land care
groups and protected area managers. Our new partnership with NT Parks and Wildlife brings us
closer than ever to our friends in National Parks.
2. Interpreters of the country: The interpretation provided by guides in the field is a key ongoing
activity for Savannah Guides. We have been developing new opportunities for interpretive training
in our upcoming projects and introduced the The Val Speedie Memorial Tour Guide of the Year
Award and The Barry Kubala Future Leaders Award to recognize outstanding performance and
potential.
3. Indigenous inclusion: Savannah Guides is welcoming more indigenous members and
businesses into its network and is working with IBA and DEEWR to develop an Indigenous
Business partnerships program that we hope to commence in early 2012.
4. Financial Security and Growth: This school sees our organisation welcome more new members
at one time than at any previous school. We have secured funding for government projects
involving business mentoring for members and other regional enterprises, and open up new
opportunities for the organisation and its members. The future looks very bright for Savannah
Guides Limited and it is an exciting time to be a member.
Like other tourism enterprises, however SGL has found recent years challenging. In 2011, SGL
experienced one of our most financially threatening seasons of all time. The reversal of our position
from poor to good has been largely with great thanks to Russell and Sam from Boz Oz, who
generously offered a reduced management fee in order for SGL to continue as an organisation. In
addition to this, Russ has been tenaciously hunting down grant opportunities that are now coming to
fruition. The Board has been particularly strong this year. There have been continuing efforts by
everyone to develop partnerships, encourage new members and bring in School sponsorships.
Special mention must go to Pauline for countless hours of work here. Andrew has continued work on
the design and content of the SGL website and Ivor has maintained a focused control on SGL
Expenses. The year’s achievements include:
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1. Grant Funding: SGL has agreement in principle for funding from IBA and DEEWAR, to provide
quality mentoring, training and business development support to identified Indigenous businesses
across QLD, NT and WA. This project aims to develop and encourage participation, cultural input
and content at a tourism product level. SGL has also been successful in receiving grant funding
from the QLD Government to provide quality Rural Resilience Workshops to 25 selected
businesses, and will be delivered in Tableland Georgetown and Normanton. These partnerships
and projects cannot go ahead without your help! This requires SGL to identify key members and
partners who can commit time and energy to providing this support.
2. Partnerships: SGL is continuing to develop strong partnership agreements with Government
agencies and National Parks. Thank you to Tourism Queensland and Queensland Parks and
Wildlife Service for their continued support. In 2011, similar partnership agreements have being
reinforced in the NT between SGL and Tourism NT as well as NT Parks and Wildlife Service.
This support is greatly appreciated, assisting SGL to continue as the leading guiding organisation
in Northern Australia.
3. Commitment to Membership Growth: In 2009/2010 SGL received a Business Growth Award
from Tourism NT which allowed for an intensive and very positive membership drive, steered by
Pauline Rayner. This proved very effective in terms of lifting the public and industry awareness of
Savannah Guides as an organisation. This has been coupled with some changes to SGL By
Laws arrived at through a wide consultation with members in the early part of the year.
Membership growth was encouraged by changes such as Savannah Guides Enterprises now
having independent uniforms and individual guides from non SGL enterprises being able to earn
their patch. SGL is now experiencing the direct benefits of this hard work. For example, this MT
Bundy School will see 8 new individual accreditations and 2 new enterprise accreditations!!! For
this positive trend to continue SGL relies on our members to spread the word and promote the
organisation professionally and help us grow.
4. Website Facelift: Members of SGL and the Board have worked hard this year to revamp the
digital face of Savannah Guides. Our Vice President Andrew Sturges has coordinated a positive
redesign of the SGL website updating content and making the site more user-friendly. In addition,
communication between members has been enhanced through the e-newsletter and the large
newsletter, with many thanks to Vicki, Trish and Jodie, as well as all the members who made time
to contribute content. In addition to this, the Board has worked hard to be inclusive in
communicating their activities, decisions and plans with members through Board meeting
summaries, emails and consultation.
5. Successful Schools: SGL Schools are a major benefit to our members, and they continue to
improve both in their planning, development and their outcomes. Thank you to all those people
who have contributed to our SGL Schools this year, the Manager, the presenters, the School
organising committee and the participants. Without your support, dedication and attention to
detail these Schools would not happen.
6. Plea to all Members: SGL is only as good as its members, particularly those that are working for
and contributing to the organisation. To continue SGL's success, current Enterprises, particularly
the owners, need to 'step up' and become involved. After all it's for them as well as guides. Just
like our Schools, we only get back from the organisation what we put into it.
7. Thanks to the Board: As President of Savannah Guides Limited I feel very privileged to deliver
this report to you, our members. Huge thanks must go to the Board of Directors for donating their
time to such a professional, sustainable and proud organisation. It has been a pleasure working
with you.
Thank you,
Ben Humphries. President of Savannah Guides
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Snippets for Mt Bundy Savannah Guide School

 Newly accredited members Paula Moloney
(Special), Sue Witham (SI), Jon Lowe (RI), Steve
Jarvis (RI), Ken Fairbairn (SI), President Ben, Scott
Witham (SI), Genda Campbell (RI)

New Roving Interpreter Jim Smith and Ben
Humphries

 Ivor Davies on an Emergency Stretcher during
remote First Aid training.

 Mick Jerram on risk management in
Umbrawarra Gorge

 Scott & Sue Witham,at New SG
Site Mt Bundy Station
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BRITISH BIRD FAIR
19th – 21st August 2011, Rutland, UK
Another flying visit to the UK for this years’ British Bird Fair proved to be a memorable and
valuable experience for all involved. Thanks to Fleur Burrows and Robert Hardless from
Tourism NT based in London, fabulous hosts for Chris Parker of Fisherking Safaris and myself.
The British Bird Fair has continued to attract more and more participants and attendees over
the years, recognised as the largest Birding event on the calendar! I was fortunate enough to
be invited in 2009 and had a wonderful time, talking to about 22,000 visitors. Last year the
numbers were up and this year it is expected we spread the good word to perhaps 25,000
guests. Chris and I had the privilege of promoting Australia and NT as a destination for Bird
Watching, with a focus on local accredited operators and guides. Attendees were very
excitable at times, some twitching at just a mention of a holiday to Australia. As you could
imagine, their idea of a holiday involves binoculars, bird guide books and a passionate hunger
for local knowledge and information. Under Fleur and Robert’s watchful and experienced eye,
Chris and I worked hard to highlight the importance of local knowledge and quality professional
guides.
I was proud to present and promote through Territory Discoveries a diverse array of accredited
products and operators who I know will deliver over and above what the keen clients are
seeking, surpassing their expectations. Many customers had been to Australia bird watching
and we were constantly impressed at how positively they spoke of the destination, the people
and their experiences. Thankfully this lasting impression motivates them to return to new and
exciting places in the hope of discovering more of our world famous bird life. Chris and I were
stunned at how informed the clients were and their depth of knowledge of Australian birdlife
matched only that of our local accredited bird guides.
The British Bird Fair is a reminder to Australia, Northern Territory, tour operators and guides of
just how huge the wing span of bird watching tourism is on a global scale. Something to be
seen to be believed! All the countries participating continue to display strong representation
and commitment to what we in Australia call a niche market, though after attending a Bird Fair
in the UK, it could be said that it has become a mainstream, ‘big-business’ market. Exciting
opportunities exist for our local accredited operators to provide product that meets the
requirements of our overseas guests who seek bird watching and nature based tourism
experiences in the Top End.
Many visitors to the Northern Territory, Australia stand were in the process of planning their
trips to the Top End, around this time next year. Fortunately for us, the ideal times for bird
watching in the Territory coincide perfectly with our ‘green’ and shoulder seasons, and therefore
heavily promoted by all on our stand. The hard work over the three days at the Bird Fair may
not convert to bookings until next year, but let this be a reminder to operators and the guiding
industry of how well planned and prepared these customers are!
Unfortunately, Chris and I were not treated to sighting vast numbers of spectacular bird species
while in the UK as the UK visitors are who come to Australia bird watching. I recall compiling a
larger species list of Australian birds on my last visit to the M.C.G. than I did bird watching for
the week in and around London! Perhaps that is why Australia has an opportunity to become a
leader in the exciting, vast and plentiful field of the greater Bird Watching World!

Happy Twitching!
Ben Humphries.
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Savannah Guides at Work
Building business capacity in the bush
As part of the Board’s work to meet our Strategic Plan guidelines Russ the manager has sought
grant funding that he, consultants and members deliver to SGL Entities and other remote operators,
this time in Queensland.
The grant was set up to assist remote business’ to build resilience in the wake of the natural
disasters that befell north Queensland in early 2011.
Russ was successful in gaining a Resilience Grant to be delivered collaboratively with
Queensland Tourism Industry Council, QTCI in 2012.
We were chosen because of our successful, extensive and long term experience in the field with
remote business’.
QTIC’s program includes;
 Develop Innovative ideas at work
 Implement e-business solutions
 Develop and implement crisis management process’
The objectives of the program centre on promoting Tourism Industry Recovery.
A number of business’ targeted for involvement include many Savannah Guide members as well as
quite a number of potential members, hopefully we will be seeing these new faces at Schools to
come.
QTIC’s very good diagnostic testing tools called “Business Barometer” and “Mindset Barometer” will
be put to good use in the program. These tools assist members to see where they are at versus their
peers in the tourism industry.
The program will cover Hughenden, Georgetown, Karumba and Cairns
Following delivery of the sessions there will be ongoing support provided by engagement with
Savannah Guides.
This grant process also seeks to meet other SGL Strategic Action Plan goals to;
 Build membership
 Provide an improved financial basis
 Deliver improved member benefits in training and development
Russ has put a power of work into this project that will help SGL meet many of it’s aims.
Well done Russ
Ivor Davies
As you will have noticed a number of this type of course components have been delivered at SGL
Schools with the aim of the Board to continue our organisations capacity building for guides and
enterprises.
Topics have included, Budgeting, Sales and Marketing, Service and Customer Satisfaction, Staff’s
Role in your Sales and Marketing Efforts, Doing Business in the Tough Times, Risk Management,
Governance and Business Protection Practices, Identifying Business Risks and Taking Action,
Business Cash Flow Management.
Following feedback from these sessions at Schools the Board has committed to continuing this
program delivery for members attending Schools.
If you have any needs or suggestions for training and development especially where it can be
delivered at Schools please drop a note to info@savannah-guides.com.au
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Flying Solo, Australia's solo & micro business
community: http://www.flyingsolo.com.au/
Qld Government Small Business support:
http://www.business.qld.gov.au/dsdweb/v4/apps/web/conte
nt.cfm?id=3181
Amazing Macro Photography: If your into nature and
inspiration, Igor Siwanowicz is incredible
http://photo.net/photos/siwanowicz
National Geographic: Inspiring people to care about the
planet http://www.nationalgeographic.com.au

HOW TO?
Ignore customers, they’ll go away
High levels of satisfaction, regardless of economic climate, are highly correlated to building customers
for life through repeat business and positive word-of-mouth recommendations, all the more significant
in today’s socially connected digital world. High levels of satisfaction are also highly correlated with
influencing incremental spend, all of which contribute to a healthier bottom line.
Customers expectations and competitive context
Even with the gains in satisfaction by many brands highlighted in this year’s study, it is imperative that
hoteliers recognise the importance of staying on top of customer needs and expectations, which
continue to shift and evolve. It is also imperative to understand your hotel’s performance in a relative
context.
Many owners and managers may have assumed since their own tracking data showed they were
improving during the downturn they must be doing better. They are, but they may have lost ground
relative to competitors that improved even more. We see that in our study results. Managers may
have a false sense of security if they are using unreliable benchmarks to gauge their competitive
positioning, based on a false alchemy of mixing disparate questions from disparate hotelier surveys
and methodologies and rolling those into a benchmark stew instead of using a common survey
instrument and measure across the market.
While an operator may not have an apples-to-apples understanding of how they really compare to the
competition, their guests certainly do. After all, competitors are just a click away and their properties
often right across the street or just down the road.
A moving target
As the economy does recover, regardless the timing and pace, it will be interesting to see how the
satisfaction dynamic plays out. Has there has been a temporary or secular shift in guest expectations
and values? As rates recover and occupancy puts more stress on operations, can hoteliers build on
the gains they have realized and find new ways to better address sources of guest consternation,
such as slow check-in lines, that kept them from achieving higher levels of guest satisfaction in
previous years?
Customer satisfaction is both an absolute and a relative game and one that constantly changes.
Ignore it at your peril...

We'll raise this matter as a 'How to' Enterprise session at a SGL School coming your way
soon!
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Member profile: introducing Andrew Sturges
I started working in the hospitality industry when I was 12. It all happen one mothers day when the
family took Mum to the Court House Hotel in Charters Towers. After lunch I turned to my father and
stated that "I think I would like to be a chef". My father told me that if that is want I wanted to do then I
should go and see the chef in the kitchen and ask for some work experience.
So that is what I did. I worked in the hotel on the weekends with out pay until I was 15. After that I
moved to the Commercial Hotel. Working at the Commercial Hotel showed me more of the industry
and I was hooked, for life.
The most useful thing I was told about the industry was that I would be working when my friends were
partying, partying when my friends were sleeping and sleeping when my friends were working. Never
has a statement been so correct.
Some years past and after leaving school, and with some assistance of a local police officer I found
my self moving from Charters Towers to Brisbane to start my apprenticeship in a business called the
Cat Walk Club. In my chef training I worked in Fine Dining, Pubs, Clubs, Conference Centres and a
pastry kitchen. I finished my apprenticeship at Kingfisher Bay Resort on Fraser Island, where I stayed
on as the Head Chef at the Sand Bar.
After moving from Fraser Island to Townsville and working as an employment consultant and an
apprenticeship consultant as well as in a few local restaurant's as a relief chef.
Two friends and I started a small business based at the a Golf Club in Townsville, we succeeded in
this business and set up a process where the Golf Club would purchase our business and my
business partners and I would continue in the club running different areas. After about 12 months as
Operations Manager I moved back to the Fraser Coast.
Arriving in Harvey Bay I found a position in a fast food restaurant where I completed 6 months of
consultancy to control food and cost quality. After that I made my way back to Fraser Island where I
ended up staying for 4 years where I held many different positions working with Ivor Davies as the
Operations Manager.
In 2008 I applied for the Resorts Managers position at Undara Experience and arrived in my new
home in November. In local terms I have been here for 3 fire and 3 wets season or for the rest of us 3
years.
I also have an affection with technology. I am able to make a computer do most things and know that
if all else fails I have a hammer. My experience ranges from building and upgrading hardware from
laptops to Servers, configuring networks, wiring of networks, building IP phone systems and if I don’t
know how to do something I love to learn.
I decided to start my journey to becoming a Savannah Guide after being involved in the Guide School
at Undara. Listening to the elders talk about what they had done for SGL and how they, in return,
each got something back that they did not expect.
It was at this time that I decided that Savannah Guides is the living
evidence of one of life's important lessons - YOU get out What YOU
put in. Since the Guide School I have completed my Certificate 4 in
Guiding and am looking forward to assisting SGL moving into the
future and have offered all of my skills and knowledge to the
organisation. Last year I was given an opportunity to join the Board,
which I was happy to do and at the Tablelands Guide School offered
myself for the Vice President position. I am looking forward to
working with President Ben and the rest of the board so that we can
start the process of building SGL from strength to strength
and ensuring that it is a successful industry body into the future.
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* MEMBERS SPECIAL *
Savannah Way Landscapes
These 100 page overviews of the geology and plant
communities of The Savannah Way are available free to
individual Savannah Guides members and Friends (single
book orders), and in packs of 12 for $10 (to cover
postage) to Savannah Guides Enterprise Members or
Visitor Information Centres.
To order please email info@savannah-guides.com.au.

Big Win for Sustainable Fishing
The Sydney Morning Herald announced today that for the first time in Australia, a big brand of
tinned tuna has been assessed as ''Sustainable'' after a detailed analysis of fishing methods.
Safcol has become the first well-known tuna brand to be ranked as ''good'' under the international
Greenpeace ranking system. Safcol has led the way and now offers Australian customers canned
tuna caught using a sustainable fishing method. Most brands have also ruled out using threatened
Yellowfin Tuna. Australia still has a long way to go…. In the UK, every major canned tuna player
has stopped using destructive fishing methods, but Australia lags behind.
Popular fishing methods are wiping out marine stocks at an alarming rate and threatening the
survival of many tuna species that we rely on for food. Tuna brands play a key role in this
overfishing crisis and ultimately the destruction of marine life… Select the products you buy
smartly, and contribute to sustainability by supporting those business that are making a conscious
effort. By reducing our consumption of those products that are NOT supporting environmental
innovation, we increase the pressure they need to change.

More information:
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation/good-news-for-cannery-and-forsustainable-tuna-20110809-1ikyl.html#ixzz1UbLHEDiz
http://www.greenpeace.org/australia/en/what-we-do/oceans/Take-action/canned-tuna-guide/
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Savannah Guides - Protectors and Interpreters of the Outback
by Ross Sloane, Regional Rep. Warrnambool 4WD Club
Many 4WD Clubs have trips that include The Cape, The Gulf, Kakadu and the Top End. Once up
there, it is often reported that many attractions are best appreciated with the expertise of a guide.
Enterprises big and small offer a wide range of tours, but what do the guides have to offer? I’ve just
recently spent some time behind the scenes with a group called the Savannah Guides. I attended a
Savannah Guide School, a four day conference at Mt Bundy Station in the Northern Territory (27- 30
October, 2011)
Who are the Savannah Guides? On the ground they are a group of people who wear a distinctive
guide uniform with the badge of accreditation. Savannah Guides Ltd is a non-profit member based
organisation comprising a network of professional tour guides and operators, with collective in-depth
knowledge of the natural & cultural environments across Australia’s vast tropical Savannahs. During
the School, awards were presented to guides who had passed rigorous peer assessment to receive
their accreditation as a Savannah Guide. The public greatly benefits from these guides who bring
their passion and areas of special interest to life. These may include Indigenous & Historical
knowledge, geology, botany & bird watching skills. They are also experienced with practical outdoor
skills, people management skills and of course first aid training.
What was the focus? The theme “Practical Guiding – A Risky Business” was used in practical
workshops to review risk management issues. This included a strong field component where
participants travelled to Umbrawarra Gorge Nature Park, near Pine Creek (NT). The purpose was to
do a risk assessment for tour groups and members of the public accessing the gorge. The guides,
Parks NT participants and others took notes on hazards in and around the gorge. Later groups
worked to define the risks, their impacts and what was needed to minimize the risks. The collated
data was then presented to Parks NT for action. Parks NT also distributed a preferred Incident
Report form for all Tourist Operators to complete so that major incidents could be tracked in the
Parks. Another practical workshop covered aspects of Remote First Aid.
Where is Mt Bundy Station? The conference was located on-site, 110km south of Darwin near the
Town of Adelaide River. There is easy access from the Stuart Highway. It is a working cattle property
with additional attractions such as buffalo, horse riding, birdlife & American & Australian World War II
bases on site. It has friendly staff, beautiful camp areas set under mango and palm trees, plenty of
shade and a pool. Campfires are allowed. There are no unescorted 4WD tracks but owners Sue
and Scott could tailor a 4WD trip to suit a Club or group.
Follow-up recommendations suggested for 4WD Clubs: Review what processes are in place to
document an incident on a trip. Does the trip leader know what information is required for legal and
insurance purposes? How is it recorded, checked for accuracy and filed for any future action? Maybe
a trip leader’s folder could include a checklist form that all participants are aware of so that in the
event of a confusing/emotional/traumatic event, a participant could be delegated to collect the
information.
Review the process that your Clubs uses to document hazards and inform ParksVic and DSE.
Photos, GPS data with a description to the Ranger in Charge? Who will be responsible for passing
on the information?
Consider Mt Bundy for a stopover or make it a convenient base to explore the area.
When trip planning, check the website information for accuracy. For example: Mt Bundy does not
have arsenic poisoning problems; the NT Health Department mismanaged their test data!
Non members are more than welcome to attend
Savannah Guide Schools.
Check the website for details for 2012.
You will be made to feel welcome and accepted by the group.
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Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service News
National Parks key battleground in fight against pests
The Queensland Government is targeting feral pigs, foxes and goats along with weeds in parks and
forests with a $4.5 million eradication package across the state, Environment Minister Vicky Darling
announced today.
Ms Darling said the package would be spent on 92 strategically targeted projects the length and
breadth of Queensland- from Cape York to the Gold Coast and into western Queensland.
“It’s critical that we control and - where possible - eradicate these threats to our native plants and
animals,” Ms Darling said. “The main pest animals being targeted include wild dogs, feral pigs,
goats, deer, cats and foxes. We’ll also put the brakes on a wide range of invasive plants such as
Siam weed, prickly acacia, Mexican bean tree, rubbervine, lantana and pond apple.”
Ms Darling said the Department of Environment and Resource Management was working closely
with neighbouring property owners and other members of the rural community, as well as local
government and other agencies to tackle the pests.

New master plan for Queensland’s protected areas, forests and wildlife
Naturally Queensland 2020, is the new blueprint for protected areas and wildlife.
“This new plan is an evolution of our 2001 Master Plan for Queensland’s national parks system and
takes us a significant step forward, outlining our comprehensive approach to managing our land
and seas and wildlife, specifically in light of the challenges we will face over the next decade. This
is an overarching plan, going beyond the actual National Parks network and into other areas of
Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service business, including marine parks, forests and wildlife
management. But we can’t achieve this enormous task alone. Its success relies on a partnership
with the community – our children, indigenous people, landholders, local government and other
organisations and industry. So the release of the draft plan today is a chance for everyone to get on
board have a say and tell us their expectations and I invite Queenslanders who value our natural
systems to get involved.”
A draft of the revised Master Plan is open for public consultation for four months. The draft is
available from DERM in hard copy and at www.derm.qld.gov.au Workshops informing communities
about the key planks of the plan will be held in regional areas throughout August, September and
October.
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Measure to manage

The importance of KPIs ... and vampires
By Jim Hartigan, September 2010

Before I get all numeric on you, I wanted to state for the record that I am not now, nor do I aspire to
be, a vampire. As such, this particular article is intended for non-vampire managers. If, by chance,
you happen to be a vampire, read no further as nothing here will be of interest to you. That said, I am
told werewolves will find it to be of value, too.
Now that we’ve got that out of the way, you are probably wondering - is this going to be some boring
article about the importance of a good budget? The answer is – “of course not.” Then you might be
thinking; well, Mr. I-don’t-want-to-be-a-vampire, why should I measure performance of different types
within my business when my boss (who actually is a vampire) only cares about my Profit and Loss
statement anyway – so isn’t that bloody enough? Is the P&L enough? The answer here remains the
same - "of course not." While the dollars and cents are important, dare I say critical measures of
success, they are far from comprehensive. To paraphrase what has been written in many a business
article, book, blog, and, reportedly, Van Helsing’s diary: “what gets measured gets done” and, I
believe, conversely “what is not measured gets very little or no attention whatsoever.” As a nonvampire manager, why should you measure various business outcomes – in order to focus your
organization’s behaviors and efforts, that’s why! Even a zombie knows a good performance
measurement system will help your organization achieve success by illuminating opportunities while
guiding actions and behaviors that actually “make the needles move.” It will work in five ways:
 Establish your current position
 Communicate direction
 Stimulate action in the most important areas for your business
 Facilitate learning
 Influence behavior
So there you have it - not one, but five compelling arguments as to why it’s important to carefully (and
frequently) measure performance within your organisation. By digging beneath the surface and
exploring more than your profit and loss statement, you have the ability to discover the source of your
organisation’s successes and, if you’re lucky, opportunities for improvement. If you know the sources
(levers) of your success, you have a clearer recipe for future success. This may seem obvious, but I
can’t tell you the number of times I worked with a group and thought; “they really have very attractive
veins in their necks, but as managers they don’t know why they are performing so well – which means
when things go south, they really won’t know why that’s happening either.” Scary and not anything
like the recent spate of vampire movies, I know. When you measure the right things, you’ll be able to
celebrate successes today and navigate a clear course for your future success tomorrow.
Presumably, vampires have a lot of tomorrows, so it’s a pity they aren’t able to benefit from this
article.
If you are still reading, then you clearly buy into the “why” behind performance measurement. Good
for you and thanks for joining the movement (and not being a vampire). Now you might be wondering;
OK, smart guy, but what do I measure? The answer and foundation of a good management
measurement system is the Key Performance Indicator (KPI). And what, exactly, is a KPI? As
defined by author Kent Bauer (who is most assuredly not a vampire), “KPIs measure the business
health of the enterprise and ensure that all individuals at all levels are ‘marching in step’ to the same
goals and strategies.” 2 But selecting the right KPIs to measure is where the magic lies. You must
identify those measures that truly are critical to your business and are not just “noise” or merely
activities and not outcomes. Selecting the wrong KPIs can do more harm than having none at all, for
they can create bad behaviors that could destroy long term value in your business! (Bleed it dry, so to
speak.)
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To help answer the question at hand (what are you supposed to measure?), your KPIs can fall into two
categories:
 Strategic Measures: - Competitive strength, relative market share, organisational culture, training and
development, etc.
 Operational Measures - Customer satisfaction, product or service excellence/quality, return on
capital, team member productivity, etc.
Ideally, a balance should exist between your strategic and operational KPIs. Don’t get too focused on
one aspect of your organisation. Speaking of balance, your KPIs should also represent crossorganisational measures. To once again quote Kent Bauer, “Ensure that KPIs are not defined in
functional or siloed terms.” Balance, folks: it’s the name of the game. Like a Type O donor, your KPIs
should be “universal,” so-to-speak.
At the end of the night, successful management systems provide more than just numbers and graphs,
they will help your organisation improve the following 3:
 Feedback that tells you whether you are – or aren't – doing the right things, and doing them well.
Tools, including team member surveys, are available to help in this department OR Companies that
specialize in team member surveys are available to help you.
 Motivation that will spur you on to improve your performance
 Incentive for you and your team to “do it better”
For all this to happen, you must make sure that you measure the right things at the right time and in the
right place! If you can check “yes” next to each of those points, you’re still not a vampire but you will be
well on your way to helping your organization achieve success now and in the future! Until next time,
remember to Take Care of your Customer, Take Care of Each Other, and Take Care of Yourself!
1.
2.
3.

Balanced Scorecard In a Week, Mike Bourne and Pippa Bourne
Information Management Magazine, September 2004
Source:
Vadim
Kotelnikov
–
Ten3

Business

e-coach

Savannah Guides Website development
As you may have noticed we have a new website build underway.
Andrew Struges, the manager at Undara and Vice President on our
Board as well as being a busy guide in his ‘spare time’ loves the tech
side of his life. He has volunteered to undertake this very important
project. Of course as we all know any system is only as good as the
information that is input to it. So have a good look at the current status
of the site and provide your feedback to info@savannah-guides.co,.au
As all modern businesses do, Savannah Guides have moved down the
path of making most things delivered electronically and on websites.
This makes more information available more of the time.
This needs everyone’s input to make our website a dynamic, useful and
interesting place to access.
So send any comments, needs, improvements to Russ in the first
instance.
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A flash back to Queensland Floods: Were the hunter and
the hunted reunite to survive Mother Natures challenges
Of all the startling images to have come out from the Queensland
floods, this has to be the most unusual — a green frog hitching a
ride on the back of a brown snake.
Computer technician Armin Gerlach was visiting friends in the
flood-hit town of Dalby, located in the state's south-east, last week
when he spotted the unlike pair. "I felt amazement, I just couldn’t
believe it," Mr Gerlach told ninemsn. Mr Gelach said a friend who
had been affected by many floods told him animals often helped
each other out during disasters. "It's quite common when you have
animals in floods or fires or disasters, they actually get together
and don't do anything," he said. "My friend has seen foxes and
rabbits forget their hunting instincts during natural disasters," he
said. Mr Gelach said he and his friends were inspecting flood
damage on the property, where waters had risen to about 47cm.

Tony & Val
Speedie at
Undara.
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Next
Savannah
Guide School
is at
Capricorn
Caves

Our next Savannah Guides School will be at the spectacular Capricorn
Caves near Rockhampton from 12-15 April 2012. This is an exciting venue
with a fascinating landscape and is a great case study in professional tour
operation.
Our theme will be "Quality Guides - Quality Tours" and we'll be focusing on
the skills required to deliver in the field. We'll see a wide range of examples
including night cave tours, bird walks, heritage site tours and more. There
will be expert wildlife and geology presentations and we'll be working closely
with our friends from Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service. Thrill seekers
can try adventure caving and rope activities and even ride the bull at the
classic Great Western Hotel! You'll get a chance to fossick for thunder eggs
and of course the campfire will be lit.
We plan to have transfers from Cairns and Longreach available as well as
airport pick ups from Rockhampton.
It's going to be a terrific school and we hope you can make it!
Registration details will be out in the New Year so please mark the dates in
your diary and we'll have more details to you soon!

On your way to the Capricorn Caves SGL School in April you may
want to plan some birding along the way.
Call in to Tyro Wetlands at Ingham, Mackay is a birding hotspot. If
you have time pop up to Eungella, about 50 or so kilometres each
way from Mackay, to try for the very elusive Eungella Honey-eater.
Amongst the usual suspects at and around Mt Archer and Mt Etna’s
list of over 75 bird species there are supposed to be some ‘specials’
for us to find…
The very special and endangered Capricornia Yellow Chat then
there’s Blue-breasted Quail, Black-breasted Button-quail and
Regent Bowerbird, any one would be really nice…..

Australian Age of Dinosaurs,
Winton Qld is opening stage
two on April 8th 2012. It
would be fantastic if you
could make it!
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